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IN THE

United States Circuit Court of Appeals

NINTH CIRCUIT.

BUNKER HILL & SULLIVAN
MINING AND CONCENTRAT-
ING COMPANY (a Corporation),

Plaintiff in Error,
,

vs.

EMPIRE STATE IDAHO MIN-I
ING AND DEVELOPING
COMPANY (a Corporation) et al.,

Defendants in Error.

BRIEF OF PLAINTIFF IN ERROR.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This is an action of ejectment, brought by plaintiff in

error, as the owner of the Stemwinder mining claim,

situated in Shoshone County, Idaho, to recover from

defendants in error, possession of an underground seg-

ment of a vein having its top or apex within the Stem-

winder claim.

The facts of the case, the loaix in quo, the relative

situation of the properties of the respective litigants and

their respective contentions may be succinctly outlined



by reference to the diagram which is embodied in both the

findings and judgment, and which is herewith repro-

duced.
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As heretofore stated, the Bunker Hill & Sullivan M.

& C. Co., plaintiff in error, owns the Stemwinder. The

defendant in error, Last Chance Mining Company, is the

owner of the Emma and Last Chance claims. With

reference to the apex and downward course of the vein,

the trial court finds as follows :

—

" Eighth. That there is a large ledge or lode of
" mineral bearing rock and earth in place which enters
" the southerly end of the Stemwinder lode claim
" approximately having the course and width shown on
" the diagram 'A' and passing on its course through the
" said Emma and said Last Chance lode claims, and
" having a dip southwesterly of from 35 to 40 degrees
" from the perpendicular, and on its descent into the
" earth developments show that it passes far beyond the
" surface of each of the said claims, and said vein or
" lode has its apex in each of said claims to the extent
" indicated in said diagram."

Record, p. 55.



On the question of priorities the Court finds that the

Emma location was prior in point of time to the Stem-

winder (Finding 6, p. 54), and that the Stemwinder is

prior to the Last Chance (Finding 7, p. 54). The Stem-

winder is unpatented. The Emma and Last Chance are

patented. All of the locations were made in 1885.

The end lines of the Emma are not parallel, but con-

verge in the direction of the dip, and when extended in

their own direction intersect at the point marked X on

the diagram. (Finding 9, p. 55.)

The end lines of the Stemwinder are parallel, but the

north end line is for the greater part of its length within

the patented surface of the Emma.

With reference to the bounding planes defining the

extralateral right of the Stemwinder, the Court finds:

—

"Tenth. That the lines a-b, c-d on said diagram
" correctly show the lines on the surface projected
" from the southeasterly and northeasterly corners
" of the Stemwinder lode claim, and indicate its right to
" follow the lode on its descent westerly except as modi-
" fied by the rights which the defendants are adjudged to
" have by virtue of these findings."

Finding tenth, p. 55.

As to the extralateral right of the Emma, the Court

determined that it ceased at the intersection of its con-

verging end lines, i. e., at the point X-

Finding 9, p. 55.

The entry of the defendants in error was upon that

underground part of the vein lying west of the Stem-

winder west side line plane (a-c) south of the Stem-

winder northerly end line bounding plane (b-a-a1) and



north of a plane drawn through the south boundary of

the Last Chance prolonged in its own direction to the

point Z, where it intersects the Stemwinder south

boundary prolonged.

Upon this state of facts the Court limited the

extralateral right of the Stemwinder to that portion

of the vein tying between vertical planes drawn through

the Stemwinder south end line (d-c), and that line

produced to Y, and the south line of the Emma prolonged

to its intersection with the Stemwinder extended south

end line at the point Y. In other words the Court holds

that the Stemwinder extralateral right ceases at the point

Y, giving to the south line of the Emma and that line

produced indefinitely the function of an end line of

the Stemwinder. Judgment was entered accordingly.

Plaintiff in error, not being content with this judgment,

brings the case to this court for review on writ of error.

ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR.

The case comes before the appellate court upon the

judgment roll alone, which contains the pleadings of

the parties, the findings and conclusions of law, and the

judgment. Such errors as may be properly complained

of must necessarily appear upon the face of the record.

As assigned, they are as follows:

—

1st. The Court erred in refusing, upon the findings

of fact made and filed herein, to enter judgment in favor

of plaintiff for the recovery of all the ground sued for

and claimed by the plaintiff in its prayer for judgment,
because the apex of said vein or lode in dispute is within
the premises adjudged to belong to the plaintiff, and
known as the "Stemwinder" and within its end line



planes projected along their course in the descent of the

said lode into the earth and drawn downward perpen-

dicularly.

2d. The Court erred in refusing, upon the findings

of fact made and filed herein, to enter judgment in favor

of the plaintiff for the recovery of all the ground sued

for and claimed by the plaintiff" in its prayer for judg-

ment, because, it having been determined by the court

that the said " Stemwinder " location was prior to that

of the said " Last Chance," the lode, by virtue of that

fact, became the property of the said " Stemwinder "

owners, and the said " Last Chance," being a later loca-

tion, cannot, by virtue of its location, deprive the plain-

tiff, the owner of the Stemwinder lode, of its vein in

depth, though it may own the surface ground covering

the same ; and the judgment of the Court, to the extent

aforesaid, which deprives the plaintiff in this case of the

underground portion of the vein sued for, is against law.

3d. The Court erred in refusing, upon the findings

of fact made and filed herein, to enter judgment in favor

of the plaintiff for the recovery of all the ground sued

for, and claimed by the plaintiff in its prayer for judg-
ment, because the conclusions of law are not in accord-

ance with the findings of fact, and do not give the

plaintiff herein its rights as they are determined by the

facts found ; and in limiting its recovery to the space

described in the judgment, is against the facts and the

law applicable thereto.

4th. The Court erred in refusing, upon the findings

of fact made and filed herein, to enter judgment in favor

of the plaintiff for the recovery of all the ground sued
for and claimed by the plaintiff in its prayer for judg-
ment, because, under the facts found, the plaintiff is

entitled to full recovery of all the premises sued for and
described in the complaint.

Practically speaking, these four assignments are but

four separate statements in modified forms of the same

error.



From the point of view of the plaintiff in error, its

grievance as presented by this appeal may be thus formu-

lated :

—

lf>on the facts found, with priority established in favor

of the Stemwinder as against the Last Chance (priority in

favor of the Emma being conceded), the Court erred in

refusing to award to plaintiff in error all underground

parts of the vein found between vertical planes drawn

through the Stemwinder end lines (b-a and d-c) and those

lines produced in their own direction westwardly indefi-

nitely, less such parts as rightfully belonged to the Emma
with its converging end lines intersecting at the point X
on the diagram.

With this statement of the errors relied upon to secure

a modification of the judgment, we respectfully submit

our views upon the law of the case as involved in this

appeal.

ARGUMENT.
The legal problems involved are self-assertive. They

force themselves upon the attention of the court, and

require but little prefatory introduction.

For argumentative purposes we will separate the

three claims, and deal with them chronologically. We
logically start with the Emma, discovered at a time when,

according to the findings, the lode throughout its length

and surface areas included within the three locations,

formed a part of the unappropriated public mineral

domain. The inquiry necessarity suggests itself—what

rights were secured to the Emma by its location in the

form shown by the record and with the lode in position

as shown upon diagram "A"?



The Emma and its Extralateral Right.

Taking the Emma as located and patented regardless

of the environment -established by the later locations, it

is not difficult for us to determine how much of the vein

the location legally covered, or what was left for the next

comer. The surface area covers a small segment of the

lode, crossing two nonparallel lines which the locator

evidently supposed would perform merely sideline func-

tions. But in law they became end lines, or colloquially

speaking, side-end lines, by which all rights upon the

vein on and underneath the surface are to be defined.

There is no question as to the uniformity of this rule.

It was first announced in the Flagstaff case, where the

locator claimed 2,600 feet of the vein, and having mis-

taken its course was awarded only 100 feet, as that was

all that was found within his so-called side boundaries.

Flagstaff M. Co. v. Tarbet, 98 U. S. 463.

The doctrine thus announced has been steadily adhered

to in subsequent cases.

Argentine M. Co. v. Terrible M. Co., L22 U. S.

478;

King v. Amy ((• Silversmith Cons. M. Co., 152

U. S. 222.

The proposition of law announced in these cases has,

by repeated judicial decision, crystallized into an axiom.

We may quote appropriately the latest declaration on

the subject by the Supreme Court of the United States.

Said Justice Brewer, speaking for that court :

—



"Our conclusions may be summed up in these propo-
" sitions :

—

" First. The location, as made on the surface by the
" locator, determines the extent of rights below the sur-

" face.

" Second. The end-lines, as he marks them on the
" surface, with the single exception hereinafter nociced,

" place the limits beyond which he may not go in the
" appropriation of any vein or veins along their course or
" strike. . . .

" Fourth. The only exception to the rule that the
'* end-lines of the location, as the locator places them,
" establish the limits beyond which he may not go in the
" appropriation of a vein on its course or strike is when
" it is developed that, in fact, the location has been
" placed not along but across the course of the vein. In
" such case the law declares that those which the locator
" called his side-lines are his end-lines, and those which
" he called end-lines are, in fact, side-lines, and this,

" upon the proposition that it was the intent of Congress
•' to give to the locator only so many feet of the length
" of the vein, that length to be bounded by the lines

" which the locator has established by his location."

Del Monte Min. Co. v. Last Chance Min Co., 171

U. S. 55, 89.

While there has been no attempt in the case at bar to

claim for the Emma anything in length on the vein

beyond its side-end line boundaries, or anything in depth

beyond the intersection of its converging side-end line

bounding planes, we wish to have accurately subtracted

from the public domain the full measure of property

rights conveyed by the Emma location and patent.

By what bounding planes is the Emma extralateral

right to be limited and denned ? The legal end-lines are

not parallel. It has been repeatedly held that as to all



locations made subsequent to the passage of the mining

law of 1872 the right to follow the vein in depth outside

of and beyond a vertical plane drawn through the side-

line depends upon the parallelism of end-lines.

Iron Silver M. Co. v. Elgin M. Co., 118 U. S. 196;

Del Monte M. & M. Co. v. Last Chance M. Co., 171

U. S. 55.

Either the Emma is to be denied all extralateral right,

or the extralateral right ceases at the intersection of the

extended end-line planes, approximately represented on

the diagram by the point X.

We adopted the latter theory, in which we were

sustained by the trial court (Finding Ninth, p. 55), fol-

lowing the rule sanctioned in previous cases by the fed-

eral courts in this Circuit.

Carson City G. & M. Co. v. North Star M. Co., 73

Fed. 597, S. C. on writ of error, 83 Fed. 658
;

Con. Wyoming v. Champion fas to Wyoming vein)

63 Fed. 540.

This carves out a triangular segment of the vein

bounded by the converging end-line planes. At this

point or line of intersection, the Emma rights terminate

absolutely. Neither one of the side-end lines can be

produced to any legal purpose beyond the point of

intersection.

Rights on the Vein Acquired by the Stemwinder

Location.

The Stemwinder location was next in point of time.

It overlaps the Emma. There was a surface conflict at
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the time the Emma applied for a patent. An adverse

claim was interposed in the patent proceeding, was liti-

gated and determined adversely to the Stemwinder-

By this determination the Stemwinder lost the right

to the surface in conflict, and such part of the vein

as was within the Emma extralateral right. But

we earnestly urge that it lost nothing else. The

trial court, in the case at bar, while adjudging

that the Emma's right ceased at the point X,

declined to give us any segment of the vein north of the

Emma south boundary extended beyond X to Y. In

other words the Court has made the Emma south line,

which ceases absolutely to perform any function in behalf

of the Emma at the point X, an absolute boundary

beyond that point, cutting off our extralateral right

entirely at the point Y. The practical effect of this rul-

ing is to give to the last-corner—the Last Chance—the

junior locator, all that segment of the vein lying north

of the Emma south boundary extended to Y, and south

of the Stemwinder north end-line b-a extended westerly

in the direction of a1
.

This ruling denies to the Stemwinder north end line

b-a any function whatever, and makes a new line not

selected by the locator which converges and ultimately

terminates the Stemwinder extralateral right.

The trial court evidently proceeded upon the theory

—once entertained and urged by mining lawyers—among

them the author of this brief—that a junior locator has

no right to enter upon the surface of a senior proprietor

for any purpose ; that the end-line of the junior must
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either conform to the boundary of the senior or he must, at

the expense of abandoning a portion of the lode in depth, so

construct his end-lines that no part of them shall be on

territory previously appropriated. The Supreme Court

of the United States however declined to accept

the doctrine, and enunciated a rule which we submit

with all due and proper respect was not recognized

by the trial court in this cause. We refer to

the case of Del Monte Mining & Milling Company v.

Last Chance M. Co., 171 U. S. 55. We respectfully but

earnestly urge that the judge of the trial court either

failed to interpret the decision in the Del Monte case

according to its spirit, or conceived that the case at bar

was not one to which the principle there announced

should be applied. In this misinterpretation or miscon-

ception, as the case may be, lies the fundamental error

committed by the trial court.

As we practically base our right to a modification of

the judgment upon the application of the reasoning and

the spirit as well as the letter of the decision in the Del

Monte case, we may be permitted to analyze and point

out what we consider to be the similarity between it and

the one at bar, and how and why its principles should be

applied to the case under consideration.

For the purpose of convenience we herewith repro-

duce the diagram appearing in connection with the

opinion of the Supreme Court of the United States in

the Del Monte case (171 U. S., p. 58).
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In the Del Monte case the priorities were as follows

:

Del Monte first, New York second, and Last Chance

third. When the Last Chance applied for a patent the

New York adversed successfully, so that all the area in

conflict between the Last Chance and the New York

was awarded to the New York, just as it was awarded

to the Emma in the case at bar. In the Del Monte case,

as in this, the lode on its course crossed one end-line of

the junior claim, and passing through that portion of the

junior not involved in any conflict entered the territory

of the senior claim. The easterly side-line of the New
York (the line e-i on the Del Monte diagram) stands in

the same relative position to that case as the south
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boundary of the Emma does to the case at bar. It was

contended in the Del Monte case that the line e-i must

serve as a common boundary between the New York

and Last Chance, and that no part of the vein in

depth south of this line belonged to the Last Chance;

that the award of the conflict area to the New York

made the end-lines of the Last Chance non -parallel and

cut off all extralateral right, or at least limited it to that

segment of the vein lying east of the line e-i and that

line produced to its intersection with the line a-d. In

other words it was claimed that the line e-i of the New

York became the end-line of the Last Chance, and that

the other lines of the Last Chance within the New York

area should be disregarded for all purposes.

The Supreme Court of the United States however

declined to accept this view. Its position is clearly and

unmistakably outlined in the following excerpts from its

decision (the italics are ours):

—

"May any of the lines of a junior lode location be laid

" within, upon, or across the surface of a valid senior

" location for the purpose of defining for or securing to

" such junior location underground or extralateral rights
" not in conflict with any rights of the senior location ?

"The location upon the surface is not made with the
" view of getting benefits from the use of the surface
" The purpose is to reach the vein which is hidden in

" the depths of the earth, and the location is made to

" measure rights beneath the surface. The area of sur-
" face is not the matter of moment; the thing of value
" is the hidden mineral below, and each locator ought to

" be entitled to make his location so as to reach as much of
" the u/nappropriated and perhaps only partially discovered

" and traced vein as is possible."

171 U. S.,p. 75.
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"A party who is in actual possession of a valid loca-

tion may maintain that possession and exclude every

one from trespassing thereon, and no one is at liberty

to forcibly disturb his possession or enter upon the

premises. At the same time the fact is also to be

recognized that these locations are generally made upon
lands open, unenclosed, and not subject to any full

actual occupation, where the limits of possessory rights

are vague and uncertain, and where the validity of

apparent locations is unsettled and doubtful. Under
those circumstances it is not strange—on the contrary

it is something to be expected and, as we have seen, is

a common experience—that conflicting locations are

made, one overlapping another, and sometimes the

overlap repeated by many different locations. And
while in the adjustment of those conflicts the rights of

the first locator to the surface within his location, as

well as to veins beneath his surface, must be secured

and confirmed, why should a subsequent location be

held absolutely void for all purposes and wholly
ignored ? Recognizing it so far as it establishes the

fact that the second locator has made a claim, and in

making that claim has located parallel end-lines,

deprives the first locator of nothing. Certainly, if the
rights of the prior locator are not infringed upon, who
is prejudiced by awarding to the second locator all the
benefits which the statute gives to the making of a
claim ? To say that the subsequent locator must

—

when it appears that his lines are to any extent upon
territory covered by a prior valid location—go through
the form of making a relocation simply works delay,

and may prevent him, as we have seen, from obtaining

an amount of surface to which he is entitled, unless he
abandons the underground and extralateral rights

which are secured only by parallel end-lines."

"In thi« connection it may be properly inquired what
is the significance of parallel end-lines'? Is it to secure

to the locator in all cases a tract in the shape of a par-

allelogram ? Is it that the surveys of mineral land

shall be like the ordinary public surveys in rectangular
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c< form, capable of easy adjustment, and showing upon a
" plat that even measurement which is so marked a feature
" of the range, township, and section s}Tstem ? Clearly
" not. While the contemplation of Congress may have
" been that every location should be in the form of a
" parallelogram, not exceeding 1500 by 600 feet in size,

" yet the purpose also was to permit the location in such
" a way as to secure not exceeding 1500 feet of the length
" of a discovered vein, and it was expected that the loca-
" tor would so place it as in his judgment would make the
" location lengthwise cover the course of the vein. There
" is no command that the side-lines shall be parallel, and
" the requisition that the end-lines shall be parallel was
" for the purpose of bounding the underground extra-
11

lateral rights which the owner of the location may
" exercise. He may pursue the vein downwards outside
" the side-lines of his location, but the limits of his right
" are not to extend on the course of the vein beyond the
" end-lines projected downwards through the earth. His
" rights on the surface are bounded by the several lines
" of his location, and the end-lines must be parallel in
11 order that going downwards he shall acquire no further
" length of the vein than the planes of those lines
" extended downward enclose. If the end-lines are not

' parallel, then, following their planes downwards, his
" rights will be either converging and diminishing or
" diverging and increasing the farther he descends into
" the earth. In view of this purpose and effect of the
" parallel end-lines, it matters not to the prior locator where
" the end-lines of the junior location are laid. No Hatter
i: where they may be, they do not disturb in the si /'(/litest his
" surface or underground rights."

171 U. S., pp. 83-85.

The Court thereupon answers the question above

propounded in the affirmative, and holds that the

junior locator, for the purpose of obtaining parallelism of

end-lines, and defining his extralateral right, may place

his end-lines upon the surface of the senior location.
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The Court distinctly held that the easterly side-line of

the New York (the line e-i) was not an end-line of the

Last Chance, but that a "junior locator is entitled to

" have the benefit of making a location with parallel

" end-lines."

171 U. S., p. 86.

In the case at bar we respectfully submit that the

trial court ignored these principles. The Stemwinder

was located with parallel end-lines, one of them upon

the Emma surface. The judgment of the Court de-

prives the owner of the Stemwinder of "the benefit of

" making a location with parallel end-lines." The judg-

ment destroys the parallelism fixed by the locator, and

terminates the Stemwinder extralateral right by converg-

ing lines, i. e.. the Stemwinder south end-line produced and

the south line of the Emma prolonged beyond the point

where it ceases to perform any function whatever so far

as the Emma is concerned. The Court fixes the south

line of the Emma as an end-line for the Stemwinder in

direct opposition to the decision of the Supreme Court

of the United States, holding that the line in the Del

Monte case, i. e. the easterly side-line of the New York

(e-i), occupying relatively the same position as the south

side-line of the Emma in the case at bar, was not an end-

line of the Last Chance. The least that the Court could

have done and remained within the sanction of the Del

Monte case was to establish an end-line plane for the

Stemwinder by applying a plane parallel to the south end-

line at the point where the apex of the vein crossed the

Emma south line, indicated by the line A-B on the

following diagram (Figure 2).



Figure 2.

The opinion of the trial court cannot, of course, be

invoked for the purpose of adding to or subtracting from

the ultimate results disclosed by the judgment roll, but

for argumentative purposes we may glance at it, and

ascertain the process of reasoning adopted in reaching

the conclusion. We quote from this opinion of the trial

judge so much as is pertinent to the present inquiry.

Said the Court:

—

"My conclusion is that the Stemwinder owns only so
" much of the apex of the ledge measured along its

" center as lies between the south line, as originally
" located, and the south side-line of the Emma, and that
" in following the ledge on its downward course it must
" be between the prolongation of the planes passing
" through these lines which will end at their point of
" convergence indicated upon the plat by the letter Y."

" There is another view which might be taken of the
" Stemwinder's right; that is that its south boundary
" line should be considered established, and that another
" line parallel to it should be established at the point
" where its ledge passes into the Emma as was done by
" the Supreme Court in the 'Del Monte case. This rule
" would be followed here but for the priority of the Emma."

Record, p. 73.
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We think and deferentially assert that the trial judge

has fallen into more than one serious error in the fore-

g >ing statement. If this constructive end-line was

applied by the Court in the Del Monte case, it was

applied infavor of (he junior locator—the New York being

prior to the Last Chance. The line r-s (Figure 1 ante)

was applied at the point where the vein crossed the line of

the senior location. As against the Del Monte owning

the surface overlying the dip the Court held that the

junior locator, the Last Chance, had a right to follow

the vein at least as far south as the plane r-s. The

undergroud segment of the vein beyond that plane to

the southward was not involved in the action. The

trial court says it would have followed the Del Monte

case " but for the priority of the Emma." If the

priority were with the Stemwinder there would be no

occasion to invoke the Del Monte rule or any other rule,

except the plain terms of the Statute granting the

Stemwinder the entire vein in depth between vertical

planes drawn through its produced end-lines. If the

priorit\^ had been with the Last Chance in the Del

Monte case there would have been no case. The loca-

tion was an ideal one, a perfect parallelogram, with the

vein crossing on its strike two parallel end-lines. The

conflict with the prior location, holding a part of the

apex, was the occasion of the certification of the ques-

tions involved to the Supreme Court of the United

States, and the consideration by that Court of those

questions, with the result heretofore stated.

We think that the facts of this case are so far parallel

to the facts of the Del Monte that the least the Stem-
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winder is entitled to in depth, under the absolute rules

announced in the Del Monte case, is that portion of the

vein lying between vertical planes drawn through the

Stemwinder south end- line and a line parallel to it

applied at the point where the vein crosses the Emma
south side-line, less that part belonging to the Emma
extralateral right lying between its converging end-line

planes, as shown on the diagram. This would satisfy

the objection of the trial court, and give us in depth

beyond the line where the Emma extralateral right ceases,

as much of the vein in length as we have apex within

our surface lines, after eliminating the surface conflict

with the Emma.

But we submit that we are entitled to everything

within our end-line planes b-a-a', and d-c-c', less what

pertains to the Emma, with its converging end-line

planes. That this result logically flows from the appli-

cation of the principles announced in the Del Monte case,

we will endeavor to demonstrate.

The principle for which we contend may be generalized

as follows :

—

Where tivo claimants locate upon the same vein, each

attempting to carve out a segment in depth between parall, I

end-lines, apart of the apex being within a surface com-

mon to both claims, and therefore conflicting, the junior

locator, his location, and the position of his vein therein

being such as would confer an extralateral right in the

absence of any conflict, is entitled to all that part of the

vein in depth lying between his exU nded end-line planes

less the segment which legally falls /<> the senior locator.
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This is one of the problems suggested in the Del

Monte case, and discussed by Judge Brewer, but dis-

tinctly held to be not involved in that case, and therefore

not decided. For illustrative purposes we reproduce the

Del Monte diagram, with certain lines extended.
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The New York being prior to the Last Chance would,

under the doctrine of Fitzgerald v. Clark., 17 Mont. 100

(aff. on writ of error sub nom Clark v. Fitzgerald, 171

U. S. 92), be entitled to all that segment of the vein
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lying between planes drawn through r-z-z' and

f-g-g'. If the Last Chance were prior its extralateral

right would be defined by vertical planes drawn through

a-d-t-t' and b-c-c'.

How much of the vein did the Last Chance lose when

priority was determined in favor of the New York \

This was not in terms determined by the Supreme Court

of the United States. The line r-s was not a line fixed

or applied by the Court; it was a compromise line agreed

upon between the New York and Last Chance (see Del

Monte M. & M. Co. v. New York & L. C. Min. Co.,

66 Fed. 212, and diagram on page 213). All that was

in issue in that case was the right of the Last Chance

to follow the vein underneath the Del Monte north of

the line r-s. With regard to the full extent of the junior

locator's rights beneath the surface in cases of this char-

acter in the absence of compromise or agreed lines, the

court declined to define them, but reserved the question

" for further consideration." In other words, it announced

in effect that it would consider this problem whenever it

was properly involved in a case presented for decision. It

was not involved in the Del Monte case—therefore it

was not decided. Said the Court in this behalf:

—

" It may be observed in passing that the answer to

" this question does not involve a decision as to the full

" extent of the rights beneath the surface which the

"junior locator acquires. In other words, referring to

"the first diagram, (Figure 1) the inquiry is not whether
•• the owners of the Last Chance have a right to pursue

" the vein as it descends into the ground south of the

"dotted line r-s, even though they should reach a point

" in the descent in which the rights of the owners of the
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" New York, the prior location, have ceased. It is

" obvious that the line e-h, the end-line of the New York
" claim, extended downward into the earth will, at a cer-

" tain distance, pass to the south of the line r-s, and a
" triangle of the vein will be formed between the two lines,

" which does not pass to the owners of the New York
" The question is not distinctly presented whether that
" triangular portion of the vein up to the limits of the
" south end-line of the Last Chance, b-c, extended verti-

cally into the earth, belongs to the owners of the Last
" Chance or not, and therefore we do not pass upon it.

" Perhaps the rights of the junior locator below the
" surface are limited to the length of the vein within the
" surface of the territory patented to him, but it is un-
" necessary now to consider that matter. All that comes
" fairly within the scope of the question before us is

" the right of the owners of the Last Chance to pursue the
" vein as it dips into the earth westwarclly between the
" line a-d-t and the line r-s, and to appropriate so much
"of it as is not held by the prior location of the New
" York, and to that extent only is the question answered.
" The junior locator is entitled to have the benefit of
" making a location with parallel end lines. The extent
" ot that benefit is for further consideration."

171 U. S., 85.

Judge Brewer refers to the line e-h as an end-line of

the New York, and speaks of a triangle of the vein being

formed between the line e-h extended across r-s, which

triangle did not pass to the owners of the New York.

Strictly speaking the true north end-line of the New York

would be e-h applied at r, where the vein departs from

the side-line, making the line r-z-z', and the triangle

referred to in the opinion the one formed by the lines

r-s-s' and r-z-z'.

It was contended in the Del Monte case that in the

absence of the contractual north compromise line (r-s) the
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relative rights of the parties to the underground parts of the

vein was as shown in the following diagram, Figure 4.

MP
i

Figure 4.

The New York taking all of the vein between r-z-a and

f-g-g' and the Last Chance everything between a-cl-d'

and r-z-z' up to the line of intersection b-c-c', shown in

Figure 3, the Last Chance north end- line as located. In

other words, the Last Chance acquired everything within

its location between its parallel end-lines, a—d, b-c, which

was not a part of the senior location. It is quite mani-

fest that ultimately^ the Last Chance would acquire the
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full length claimed in depth, i. e., after the New York

end-line plane, r-z-z', intersected and passed beyond the

Last Chance end-line plane, b-c, produced (to point Z

in Figure 3 ante). It is plain to us that this was the

manifest intent of the statute. Otherwise what would

become of the triangular underground segment
1

? It

could not be located because the apex has already been

appropriated.

What we are now contending for is the above principle

suggested by Judge Brewer in the Del Monte case

and which was reserved for further consideration by

the Court in that case. It was not necessarily in-

volved there. It is in the case at bar. Illustrating

by the use of Figure 5 we claim all of the vein in

Figure 5.

depth within our located end-line planes, b-a-a', d-c-c',

less the triangular part accruing to the Emma by- virtue

of its priority. As the Stemwinder was compelled to

yield to the Emma to the extent of the latter's extralateral
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right, so the Last Chance, the last comer, is compelled

to yield in turn to the Stemwinder. The legal carving

of the vein underneath the surface, and its apportionment

arnong the different claimants in the order of their

priority according to our contention, is simply illustrated

in Figure 6.

Figure 6.

The Supreme Court of the United States, while in

terms reserving their decision upon the precise question

now under consideration, has, in our judgment, supplied

the reasoning by which the solution contended for by us

may be logically and safely reached.

We may quote epigrammatically from the opinion of

the Court :

—

" The area of surface is not the matter of moment

;

" the thing of value is the hidden mineral below, and
" each locator ought to be entitled to make his location
" so as to reach as much of the unappropriated . . .

11 vein as possible."

171 U. S., p. 75.
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" Certainly if the rights of the prior locator are not
" infringed upon, who is prejudiced by awarding to the
" second locator all the benefits which the statute gives

" to the making of the claim V
Id., p. 84.

" In view of this purpose and effect of the parallel

" end-lines, it matters not to the prior locator where the

" end-lines of the junior location are laid."

Id., p. 85.

" The location made upon the surface by the locator

" determines the extent of rights below the surface."

171 U. S., 89.

" The junior locator is entitled to have the benefit of

" making a location with parallel end-lines."

Id., p. 86.

Does not the application of these terse principles to

the facts surrounding the case at bar force the conclusion

that the Stemwinder, with parallelism of end-lines, is

entitled to everything within these end-lines produced not

covered by the prior appropriation of the Emma?
The Stemwinder is not receiving by this construction

more of the vein in depth than it has within its surface

location. As to a part of the apex, the Emma has

acquired it by priority, but it is still within the limits of

our location, and should be held to belong to us to the

extent necessary to predicate thereon an extralateral

right not in conflict with the Emma, and not in excess of

the length of the vein claimed within our parallel end-

line boundaries.

How can the junior locator receive the benefit of

parallel end-lines, or secure unappropriated underground

parts of veins, if he is to be compelled to conform
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throughout to the arbitrary planes fixed by the senior

locator, and these planes extended beyond the point

where they cease to perform any legal function as to the

senior locator? That he is not so compelled is fully

determined by the Del Monte case.

The segment of the vein in dispute, which was taken

possession of by the defendants in error, was without the

extralateral right of the Emma, and within the Stem-

winder end-line planes— i. e., "the end-lines of the

surface location, for all locations are measured on the

surface."

Iron S. M. Co. v. Elgin Mg. Co., 118 U. S. 196,

206.

These end-line boundaries are the limits of the claim

made on the lode by the locator.

"A section of the lode within vertical planes drawn
" downward through the lines marked on the surface

"

Id., — 205.

which the locator is entitled to—less whatever may have

been covered by a prior valid location.

The feet in length on the vein are "to be bounded by

" the lines which the locator has established by his loca-

" Hon."

Del Monte Case, 171 U. S. 89.

We think the true principle is tersely and accurately

stated as follows by counsel for appellees in the Del

Monte case in their brief filed before the Supreme Court

of the United States.
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» We respectfully submit that there is no case imagin-
' able of different locations upon the apex of the same
' physical vein, whatever its meanderings and whatever
' direction end-lines of the several locations may take,
' but what becomes simple and with rights easily ascer-
' tained when this fundamental principle is once recog-
' nized, to wit: That each apex claimant owns as much
' of the vein to any depth as there is of its apex within
' the lines of his location subject only to prior grants
' out of the same estate made by the government to
' others. In other words, that any junior claimant has
' as much of the vein to its entire depth as he would
' have had had he been the senior claimant, and had
' then conveyed to those who are his seniors in rank the
' respective portions to which they are respectively
' entitled out of the estate thus conveyed to him."

The Supreme Court of the United States went as far

towards establishing this doctrine as the exigency of the

case then under consideration required. It was not

called upon to determine the junior locator's rights

beyond the compromise line—but as to his rights to the

north of that line, the decision has no uncertain ring.

The principles established by the Del Monte case are

basic. In the progressive interpretation and administra-

tion of the mining laws, these principles must be

accorded their full measure of value. They may not be

frittered away by specious differentiation. In the light

of the Del Monte case, we are unable to see how the

ruling of the trial court in the cause at bar can be

jipheldjand the legal corollaries which are deducible

therefrom]

We respectfully submit that this Court should direct

the court below to modify its judgment by awarding to
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plaintiff in error all the underground segment of the

Stem winder vein as lies between vertical planes drawn

through the Stemwinder end-lines and these lines pro-

duced westwardly in the direction of the dip—less such

parts of the vein as are conceded to belong to the Emma
with its converging end-line planes.

CURTIS H. LINDLEY,

JOHN R. McBRIDE.

Attorneys for Plaintiff in Error.




